SUBJECT: FERGUSON MISSION

REF: LAGOS 2524, 2454 AND 2419
A. BIAFRAN VISIT

1. DURING MARCH 21-23 STAY IN BIAFRA ALL OFFICIAL CONTACTS TRIED TO ENGAGE FERGUSON IN POLITICAL ASPECTS CIVIL WAR BUT HE REJECTED ALL EFFORTS ON GROUNDS HIS ROLE PURELY HUMANITARIAN. FERGUSON IMPRESSED WITH DETERMINATION BIAFRANS ALL LEVELS TO CONTINUE FIGHT AGAINST FMG BUT ALSO SENSED THAT AT SAME TIME MANY BELIEVE FIGHT HOPELESS AND BIAFRA DOOMED SOONER OR LATER. FERGUSON TOLD BY MANY BIAFRANS AND HIMSELF BELIEVES FMG BOMBING OF CIVILIANS HAS BEEN GREATEST UNIFYING FACTOR IN BIAFRA DURING PAST SIX MONTHS.

2. ON RELIEF ROUTES OJUKWU TOOK FOLLOWING POSITIONS IN LONG TALK AFTERNOON MARCH 23:
A. FOR SECURITY REASONS BIAFRA COULD NOT AGREE TO USE OF ULI AIRSTRIP FOR DAYLIGHT RELIEF FLIGHTS.
B. AS OBI LAGO AREA NOW CONTESTED AND FOR OTHER REASONS, BIAFRA COULD NOT AGREE TO ANY USE OF OBI LAGO AIRSTRIP FOR RELIEF FLIGHTS DAY OR NIGHT.
C. ONLY REAL SOLUTION FOR RELIEF FLIGHTS WAS NEW
Airstrip as proposed by Canadian and other church groups. Ferguson made clear he could not support new airstrip for reasons set forth last paragraph Lagos 2419.

D. Of surface routes Biafra preferred Niger River to Oguta but Ojukwu conceded that this route presented serious logistical and political problems.

E. After being assured Calabar Ikot Okporo route was US and not FMG idea Ojukwu discussed it objectively and said it offered possibilities which he and his associates would explore. He stated however that Lagos could not not be used as staging area for relief supplies destined for Biafra. Of three alternative operations Ojukwu greatly preferred use of helicopters. Next choice was barging up Cross River. Truck route through Federal Territory would be acceptable only with US guarantee or other guarantee of similar quality against tampering with relief shipments while on road.

After initial resistance Ojukwu said he would be willing to send representative to meet FMG representative to discuss Calabar Ikot Okporo route. His conditions were that it be publicly announced that meeting would take place for specific purpose of discussing relief routes but that negotiations should be strictly secret. Any leaks or breaches of confidence would kill whole project. Ojukwu thought best venue for meeting would be Washington which Ferguson said unlikely appeal to USG. Ojukwu ruled out any European site but said would accept most places in Africa except Lagos and Addis. He thought Dakar might be good venue.

3. Ferguson given aide-memoire setting forth Biafran position on relief which in Septel. This paper dated March 20 and accordingly does not address itself to Calabar Ikot Okporo route.

4. Ferguson reported results his talks with Ojukwu to Gowon and Arikpo March 25. They not surprised at Ojukwu rejection use Ulul or Obilago and made point this proved once again it rebel regime and not FMG which blocking adequate relief to Biafra.
5. Gowon and Arikpo cautiously encouraged by Ojukwu view Calabar Ikot Okporo route had possibilities. Gowon bristled when Ferguson reported Ojukwu statement Lagos could not be used as staging area but did not comment. Gowon said he would be willing send FMG representative to meet rebel representative somewhere in Africa (he thought Niamey would be good site) and apparently concurred in proposal that negotiations should be strictly secret. He asked for information in writing on Biafran position and on Calabar Ikot Okporo route which could be studied by his advisers. Ferguson agreed provide memo with two attachments: Biafran aide-memoire and logistical description (which will be drawn from State 44790(Notal). Memo and logistical description forthcoming in Septfl.

6. Ferguson told Gowon that he was convinced some NAF attacks on civilians in rebel territory had been deliberate, and he had seen piece of bomb which was of fragmentation rather than concussion type, thus indicating people rather than structures were target. He stressed that his impression was that bombing had served as major unifying force among rebels, Gowon listened sadly made no attempt to refute Ferguson's statements, commented that his own intelligence confirmed that bombing had stiffened rebels' will to resist but said FMG would have to continue air strikes against military targets in effort bring war to end.

7. Ferguson on March 24 gave UK HICOM full briefing on talk with Ojukwu. Late afternoon March 25 Ferguson met with chiefs of mission of donor governments and gave them more general briefing on his activities to date. He gave no details re surface routes. Scandinavian Canadian and Dutch chiefs of mission as well as UK have however some knowledge of Calabar Ikot Okporo route.

8. Danish Ambassador on behalf all Nordics subsequently suggested to Ferguson that it would be very helpful if Ferguson could be present at next meeting Nordic foreign ministers in Copenhagen on April 23. Ferguson said he would be glad consider this.
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